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Dr. Pookunhi Koya, Member Parliament inaugurated
the convention.

SPECIAL
ISSUE
HAMFEST
VU7 RG

Shri. S. Suri, VU2MY, Chairman of the Organising Committee
of the Hamfest delivered the welcome address at the convention.
L to R :
Dr. Koya, Shri JPS Verma, Dy. Secretary, MHA, Shri
PM Dastidar, IGP(C) Govt. Of Assam, Shri Ashok Sharma, India
Tourism and Shri Chandrasekhar, Asst. Wireless Advisor (WPC)

Mrs. Kyoko Miyoshi, JR3MVF of Japan presenting her
paper at the Convention

In Front row are: Left to right–Mr. Chandrasekharan, Asst. Wireless Advisor, Govt of India, Hon. Dr. Pookunhi Koya, M.P, Shri Ashok
Sharma, India Tourism, & Shri Muthu Koya. Lakshadweep Administration.

This event was appropriately dedicated in the memory of late Shri Rajiv Gandhi, VU2RG Former Prime Minister of India, who
was not only an enthusiastic Radio Ham but helped establish National Institute of Amateur Radio in Hyderabad
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Some Glimpse of Hamfest (A Convention of HAM Radio operators) 2007

Mr. JPS Verma ………..
Mr. JPS Verma, MHA

Mr. Chandranshekhar, DOT

Mr. Ashok, Tourism

Mr. Ram Mohan, NIAR

Mr. J. Sankar Rao

Mr. S.R. Ram, VU2, LIC

NIAR organized HAMFEST VU7 an international convention of Amateur Radio Operators during 15 – 25 January
2007 at Kadmat Island of the Lakshadweep Islands of India. Besides the Indian delegates, the Celebrations of the event
were attended by delegates from USA, Europe & Japan among others.
The convention was inaugurated by Dr. P.Pookunhi Koya, Hon. Member of Parliament, Lakshadweep Islands and
was attended by various distinguished guests and delegates.
The convention was sponsored by Department of Information Technology, Ministry of Tourism & Lakshadweep
Administration, and was supported by the Ministry of Home Affairs, Ministry of Defence & Department of
Telecommunications, Government of India. The event brought together some of the most experienced and senior Hams
and experts worldwide to display and demonstrate their skills in amateur radio technologies.
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From Chairman’s Desk....

Mr. S. Suri, VU2MY
Founder & Chairman
National Institute of Amateur Radio.

Dear Friends
We have just gone through a memorable event – the Hamfest 2007 RG held at Lakshadweep Islands from 15th to
25 January 2007. It was the first International Amateur Radio event of its kind to be held in the Islands of Lakshadweep
for many years. While you will be reading the highlights of the event in the other pages of the newsletter I would like to
congratulate and thank all those persons and organisations who made such an event an astounding success.
th

And it is now time to consider what we have achieved from this Hamfest.
Firstly, it was a very unique feature of this Hamfest that four Islands got activated simultaneously which has
never happened anywhere in the world so far. History was created by NIAR and India. We have noted that nearly 1,10,000
contacts that were made by VU7RG/ VU7MY Radio stations were heard and responded from nook and corner of the world.
This in itself speaks volumes about the level of the Hams ‘professionalism’ considering that poor propagation conditions
in the Islands had been forecast by many experts.
The foreign Hams with their vast experience in setting up and operating Ham stations in difficult terrains in
different parts of the world, could teach new skills to the new Hams. These skills coupled with High Technology equipment
controlled through Programmes stored in Laptops provided us good practical training material.
Most of the Antennas used at the Ham sites displayed ingenuity of Design and Fabrication using readily available
materials. The team work and the ingenious ways of installation were simply admirable. Looking at the way the stations
were being set up and operated was itself a great source of inspiration for many of the local youngsters.
The Hamfest 2007 also highlighted the importance of these Islands as important Tourist Resorts that are bound
to give a fillip to this activity in the days to come. Thus the scenario that appears before us suggests the a number of
actions that ought to be taken in the near future. This was the consensus emerged from all the International and National
delegates including senior Government officers who were present in the deliberations. The recommended actions, in
brief are as follows.
1. Propagation Studies: There is an urgent need to carry out propagation studies throughout the country including
all Islands covering all seasons of the year. India will not only get a valuable data base for effective communication
all round the year for Disaster Management but also for connectivity Maps. There is need for national register of
updated data from time to time. This valuable resource can be shared by the Ministries of Communication,
Defence, Home Affairs and even the Private Telecoms.
2. Training of Indian populace: In general people in all walks of life, particularly the youth and unemployed need to
be given training to become Radio Hams. It was suggested to NIAR to approach Govt. of India to take necessary
initiatives in this regard. It was felt that much needed employable skills can be developed through amateur radio
activities to benefit students & unemployed.
NIAR may consider sending a request to the Government of India on these lines.
3.Amateur Radio Networks: It was also recommended that there is need to develop professionally competent Nationwide networks of Amateur Radio and NIAR should prepare detailed proposals in this regard for consideration of
the Government of India and the State Governments.
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REPORT ON HAMFEST VU7RG
INAUGURATION at KADMAT ISLAND
The Hamfest Convention was inaugurated in Kadmat Island by Hon. Dr. P. Pookunhi Koya, Member of Parliament as the
Chief Guest, on 15th January 2007. In his inaugural address the Chief Guest highly appreciated the voluntary service by
the Hams through their radio contacts. He said that such contacts added great value towards rendering service to the
society by pass on vital information at a critical juncture when a disaster strikes and normal communication channels are
disrupted. He said that it was a historic occasion for Lakhadweep Islands when such a large gathering of International
Hams was organised at Kadmat for observing what he termed as the ‘world radio day’ for the first time in these Islands.
He desired that the communication system be improved further by motivating the local youth of the Islands for providing
better and secure system of communication within the Islands.

PARTICIPATION & DELIBERATIONS
The Hamfest participants were granted special
permission to operate their radio stations in Lakshadweep
Islands from 15-25th January 2007, by Department of
Telecommunications, Ministry of Communications & IT,
Government of India. The event was attended by over 80
delegates from India and abroad. The participants included
representatives of Brahma Kumaris centre at Mount Abu,
as well as those from the central and state governments
and some of the colleges.
Hamfest-2007 was a unique event in that 4 Islands of
Lakshadweep got simultaneously activated by 33
International Hams and over 40 Indian participants. It is a
record created in the entire world. The even is remarkable
in that while the lowest propagation conditions were
predicted, the world community of Hams proved that they
can make contacts even under such limiting situations.
This is certainly a demonstration of the rare human skills
possessed by the Hams. The fact that over 1,00,000
contacts were made all over the world goes to prove – if a
proof is still needed - the dependability of Hams under
any kind of Disasters situations any where in the world.

Mr.Steve Wright, VE7CT of Canada making a
presentation at the Hamfest 2007

Some of the distinguished speakers at the

Convention included:
Mr. Frank Rosenkranz, DL4KQ, of Germany,
Mr. Steve Wright, VE7CT of Canada,
Mr. Prabir M .Dastidar, IGP, Govt. of Assam
Ms. Kyoko Miyoshi,JR3MVF of Japan, and
Ms,.Ellen J. Parker, WA6UVF of USA
Speaking on the occasion, Mr. Frank Rosenkranz, as a
representative of International Hams, emphasised that
more and more Hams were willing to spend nearly 15-30
days in the Islands and impart their skills to the local youth
if an opportunity is provided to them with adequate
advance notice.
Shri Prabir M Dastidar, IGP (Communications) &
Director of Police Communications Assam, resenting a paper
outlining activities of Police Communications
Shri Prabir M. Dastidar, IGP (C) Government of Assam,
gave a power point presentation outlining the activities
of Police Communication system in Assam. He said that
there were plans to promote Amateur Radio in the Police
Department of the State. He appreciated the fact that the
Hamfest was an exhibition of innovative designs of
Communication Antennas. Amateur Radio services can be
effectively used in the metros and large cities in case of
unforeseen calamities, he said.

Mrs. Ellen J Parker, WA6UVF of USA
addressing the delegates
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VU7RG – SITE 1 KADMAT - ACTIVITIES AT A GLANCE

L to R: Mr. Muthu Koya, SDO Kadmat, Shri KPookunhi
Koya, MP, Shri S. Suri, Chairman & Director NIAR,
Shri Ashok Sharma, India Tourism & others

Low technology for support to Hi- tech: Adolph
Kryger WA9QJH & Douglas Faunt N6TQS selecting
a bamboo for Antenna installation at Kadmat

Mr. Frank, DL4KQ receiving Gold Medal from the
Chief Guest Dr. Koya on behalf Shri Ajeer Vidya,
Joint Secy.(retd)

Local artists performing a traditional dance item at
Kadmat

Mr. Frank and other delegates discussing a point
regarding the antenna installation

On the seashore - Guess who is having a free
ride?
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VU7MY- SITE 2 - MINICOY ISLANDS – ACTIVITIES AT A GLANCE

VU2BL, VU2UWZ, VU2JOS, VU2RBI, VU3DSM

YL Bharathi, VU2RBI operating from Minicoy

Local boys in Minicoy are simply thrilled
watching a Ham Demo by Jose VU2JOS

Jose, Mahathy, Bharathi, Bhanumathy with
Panchayat Chairperson (Middle) at Minicoy

YL Bhanumathy VU2 BL making contacts from
Minicoy

The youngest Ham, YL Mahathi VU3DSM in
action at Minicoy

Bharathi, VU2RBI & Jose, VU2JOS explain Ham
Radio to students of Jawahar Navodaya
Vidyalaya
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Minicoy team members with their Ham antenna in
the background

Cultural Program

in Minicoy
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A view of Children’s park in Minicoy Island
A Vew of Children’s park in Minicoy Island

STAR satellite TV antenna in Minicoy

Viewing a product of master architects of the sea
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VU7RG SITE 3 - BANGARAM ISLANDS – ACTIVITIES & VIEWS

Mr. Jiro Miyoshi, JA3UB

A At Bangaram jetty.

Mrs. Kyoko Miyoshi JR3 MVF is happy to operate
from Bangaram

Bangaram team members in discussion
Some views of Bangaram Island
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VU7RG SITE 4 - AGATTI ISLANDS – ACTIVITIES & VIEWS

A view of one of the Ham Radio stations Agatti Island.

Dr. Glenn Johnson, W0GJ of USA, at his Ham
Station at Agatti Island
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A VSWR-cum Power Meter (HF/VHF)

“Is it steady?” ............ inspecting a spider beam
antenna installation

An HF Communication equipment all connected up
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IMPRESSIONS & REMINISCES
MY KADAMAT REMINISCES
-NISHA M.MOHAN, VU2NIS
make Dx contacts. I was very happy that there were many
on the band to encourage me from many nations. I decided
that I will have to make good use of my modest equipment
and simple antenna.

YL Nisha, VU2 NIS operating from the VU7RG CW
Shack in Kadmat, Lakshadeep.

I was really excited when I came to know that the National
Institute of Amateur Radio (NIAR) had got permission for
me to operate Ham Radio from Lakshadweep Islands during
the Hamfest being held there in January 2007.
Our team boarded the ship M.V.Tipu Sultan from Cochin
port on 13th Jan 2007 around 11.00 am. It was a memorable
trip for me as it was for the very first time that I was
traveling in a ship. We reached Kadmat Islands the next
day afternoon. In Kadamat, there is no jetty. So the ship
anchors in the sea and we had to get in small boats to
reach the Island. The trip in the small boat took about 45
minutes. It was really an adventurous experience. We were
given a traditional welcome by the Tourist Department. I
stayed in a tourist hut, along with my sister in law VU3LMS,
which was situated near the beach. The local language is
Malayalam which is also my mother tongue. So I felt at
ease.
I had carried my Yaesu FT 757GX transceiver,
Homebrewed power supply and Antenna which were
required to install the Ham Radio shack. With the help of
a local boy Musthafa, I installed my simple Homebrewed
“Inverted V” antenna on a bamboo pole. Foreigners in
the nearby huts
were equipped with very sophisticated antennas and latest
equipments. We were permitted to operate from 15th Jan
2007 onwards. Exactly at midnight, I started listening and
could hear the foreigners operating from the nearby huts.
I had to struggle with my modest equipments to overcome
the neighborhood signal strength till I got a chance to let
the world know that a young Indian woman was trying to

In the mornings of 15, 16 and 17 Jan 2007, I controlled the
“Charminar Net”, the popular HF net of South India
conducted daily on 7080 kHz at 7.00 to 8.00 am IST and
contacted my friends from India and Sri Lanka. Many DX
stations from North America and South America also
checked in the net. Then I went to attend the HAMFEST2007, the international conference of Amateur Radio
operators organised by NIAR. It was again a wonderful
opportunity to attend a very well organized decent function
with all the Indian and foreign hams. I was excited when I
saw a foreigner receiving “Rajiv Gandhi” Gold Medal
for making the highest number of contacts from VU4AN
station in Andaman & Nicobar Islands during a similar
Hamfest held last year. I could not attend that Hamfest
even though NIAR had arranged license for me to operate
from there. In my mind all thoughts since then was how to
get permission to operate from Andaman Islands so that
one day I can also operate from there. NIAR Chairman Mr.
Suri announced that there will be very special awards during
silver jubilee celebrations of NIAR in Hyderabad in 2008
and asked everyone to work well.
In the afternoon I returned to my hut and started operating
in Morse code (CW). At a stretch I could contact more
than 100 stations in 21 MHz from different countries.
During night I contacted my husband OM Madhu, VU7MY/
VU2UWZ and brother OM Jose, VU7MY/VU2JOS who were
operating from Minicoy Islands as part of the Hamfest. I
contacted YL Bharati, VU7RG/VU2RBI, while she was
demonstrating Ham Radio to the Government officials from
Minicoy Islands. They were excited when they heard me
talking in their mother tongue, Malayalam. The next day
afternoon OM Gregor Fismer, DF2IC, a German Ham
invited me to their CW shack and allowed me to operate
from there. They had a very good HEX- Beam antenna
and I could contact 288 stations in Morse code at a stretch
and was very much thrilled. Now my determination was
strong that I wanted to achieve more. I did succeed a lot.
It was nice to interact with Indian and Dx hams during the
Hamfest.
Mr. S. Suri, Chairman NIAR Hyderabad, Mr Prabir M.
Dastidar, I.G.P (Commn.) Assam & Director of Police
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(Commn), Mr. C. Raja, Police Communications Hyderabad,
Mr. S. Ram Mohan, Addl. Director NIAR Hyderabad etc.
visited my station and appreciated my efforts. I was the
only YL Indian ham who installed my own separate station
and operated in CW from Kadamat during the Hamfest
although many other Indians worked from other stations
established by NIAR and foreigners.
On the morning of 17th January 2007 before leaving the
Island, I completed 733 contacts from stations in 55
countries. It was for the first time that I made so many
contacts in a short time. I could have done more but for
the DX stations who were working on better equipment
and antennas from the nearby shack simultaneously.
VU3LMS helped me a lot. I enjoyed my stay there in Kadmat
Islands and I was reluctant to come back, but my ship came
on time and so we had to return.
I am working as a Physics Teacher in Kendriya Vidyalaya
No. 2, Uppal in Hyderabad teaching in Plus two. I got my
Amateur Radio license in 1986 with the call sign VU2NIS
and since then I am active Ham mostly in CW. Recently,
the Central Board of Secondary Education has introduced
Disaster Management as a topic in which Amateur Radio
is also included. I pass on many information about Amateur
Radio to my students regularly. I am also a Guide Captain
and here also Amateur Radio is being used. We have
conducted Jamboree on the Air (JOTA) and Amateur Radio
demonstrations in the past in our school with the help of
NIAR.
I thank NIAR for organising such an interesting
international Hamfest and for spreading international good
will. I also thank my Principal, staff and students for
encouraging me on this adventurous trip. NIAR is the only
organization in India that has proper infrastructure and
conducts not only national but many international events.
Their encouragement to me and other members of our
family is exceptional.
Mrs. Nisha M. Mohan., VU2NIS, PGT Physics, Kendriya
Vidyalay No. 2, Uppal, Hyderabad 500039. Email:
vu2nis@gmail.com
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SOME GLIMPSES

Mr.Madhu, VU2 UWZ (Left) & Mr.Jose VU2 JOS
receiving Mr.Frank DL4KQ at Kochi airport .

A future Ham Moksh anxiously waiting to be garlanded by
Shri Suri. On extreme right is Smt. Dastidar.

Shri Suri welcoming Frank, DL4KQ & Joe, AA4NN

Enjoying Nature’s Bounty. An array of solar
panels Provide power at Kadmat Island

Foreign delegates arriving at Kochi to a warm
at Kochi welcome by Jose, VU2JOS & others

“Do in Rome as Romans Do”. OM Douglas
N6TQS wearing traditional ‘lungi’

Group of delegates ready to leave for VU7RG
convention
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A view of Marine life

Nature’s Bounty- coconut groves at Kadmat
At Kadmat beach - “Incredible India”

A view of Marine life

A view of Lighthouse at Minicoy

YL Bharathi, VU2RBI with Ham equipment waiting
to be loaded in ship at Kochi

Snorkling in Kadamat by Delegates
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